
RICCrS FORMULA FOR NORMAL GENERAL
CONNECTIONS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI AND CπORNG-SHI HoUH

In [15], Otsuki gave a kind of Ricci's formulas for a space with an integrable
normal general connection, that is the distribution of the tangent subspaces of the
space associated with the connection is completely integrable. In the present paper,
the authors will give a generalized Ricci's formula without the condition of in-
tegrability and its applications for induced general connections on subspaces.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let 36 be an ^-dimensional differentiate manifold with a general connection1'
which is written in terms of local coordinates u% as

(1. 1) r==dUj<g)(Ptd2u*+Γίhdu*(g)duh\

where duj=dldu3 and d*u% denotes the differential of order 2 of ul.
The components of the curvature tensor of γ are given by

(1. 2) #Λ*= Pi - 4 +ΓriΛA-/ ΛΓΛ P-

where

ft pi
A*=Γ^-J^

and δ3

mth denote the covariant derivarives of the Kronecker's % with respect to γ.
γ is called normal when the tensor P=P$Uj®du% of type (1, 1) is normal.2)

Let Q be the tensor such that Q=P~l on the image of P and Q=P on the kernel
of P at each point of 36 regarding P as a homomorphism of the tangent bundle
Γ(36) of 36. The tensor field A=PQ=QP with local components A{ is called the
canonical projection of γ. The components 'RiΉk and "R^hk of the curvature tensors
of the contravariant part fγ=Qγ and the covariant part /fγ=^γQ of the normal
general connection γ can be written respectively as

Received October 31, 1964.
1) See [8], §6.
2) See [11], §1.
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Π <X\ 'P J^> — Ajί mk mh 4-'Λi '/It —.'Al 'At \ Δm

VΛ w JX i hk— l\ 3 h 3 k ' *Lth /λmk /itk /ίmJιj^ ι

and

(1. 4) ^RiJhk=A{(~^- d-^L- +"ΓlthΓtmk - "Γl

t1c"Γ

A tensor V of type (β, a) with local components V{*::tfa is called A-invariant if

τ=l,2,-,# σ=l,2, -, a

The basic covariant derivatives of an ^4-invariant tensor V of type (β, a) with
respect to γ can be writtten as4)

Hi:«i*= ~§~ + Σ '̂ Ffe;±4
(1. 5)

The tensor of type (β, α+1) with local components

(1.6) F»/llft=F^z^
is also ^L-invariant.5)

§2. Ricci's formula for spaces with normal general connections.

Making use of the notations in § 1, let γ be a normal general connection on an
^-dimensional differentiate manifold 36. Let V be an ^L-invariant tensor of type
(β, α), then we have (1. 5). Since the tensor with the components VQ"i£\\h is A-
invariant, we have

Σ "Γ\9* Vί?χίlm-»ΓiM Vt
0=1

, γι f AJ rrjv..ι...jβ _ yi // pi Ύ/jJi-Jβ \
"" ϊ-> ιq V *** '*a\P 2j L ^o(^V zi-l-iaWl

T=ι σ=l /

3) See [15], §2.
4) See [11], §4.
5) See [11], Theorem 4.1.
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Making use of (1. 5), the equation can be written as

dJv Ί jβ
t $ ° ta ...... £
Λ

r 32 yji jβ β d'AJτ β
0 K »,..*. , i O "IP T^.ψ..^

β « }

Γ] Ά{τ

q Ffc?.'.7%— 2 ̂ * <? Viί3.*i"3.fq \
=1 " σ=l σ 1 j

Hence, by virtue of (1. 5), we have

, ,m , Λ1 , ,
ιq~ m9 l

Making use of A2=A, λ(γQ)=A and (γQ)A=γQ.^ We have

_ ΔPIIΛl Δ P ±- ~ ~ l M~ l~

Hence the last terms of the equation can be written as

Putting N{=%—A{, we have

Hence, denoting the torsion tensor of "7- by

(2.1) "^m-"

6) "rΛ="γ follows "Λ\hA\="ΛJW
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the above quantity can be written as

Since the tensors V{\:ya and V{*::?£\\h\\k are ^-invariant and the tensor F£:::ίJ|ft is
so with respect to zΊ, •••, iaίjι, ~-,jβ, by (1.3) and (1.4) we have the following
generalized Ricci's formula

(2. 2) = - Σ 'Rim TW+ Σ Vi;:::fae"R!e
r=l a=l

Applying this formula for A and a scalar φ, we get

and

(2. 4)

because /^ftfc=^/JR1

ϊ

Λt=/

JR{ftfcA{ and //Λ{w=^ί//Λl

W;=
//Λ^wu4{ by (1. 3) and (1. 4).

§3. Application of the RiccΓs formula.

Let V and W be tensors of type (β, a) and (τ, σ) respectively. Then, by means
of the formula of the basic covariant differentiation of a normal general connection,10

we have

(3.1)

Especially, when V and 1/Γ are .A-invariant, (3. 1) can be written as

(3. 2) (Fί£3ί WWι f t= n^fιΛ^^+ ^ίϊ:ίϋPΓr*ιΛ.

Let F be an A-invariant tensor of type (β, α) (^9, α^l) and W be the tensor
of type (β— 1, α— 1) with components

7) See [11], §4, (4.2').
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by the contraction. By means of (1. 5), we get

Since we have

(3. 3)
and

we have

Hence the above equation can be written as

(3 4) δj Γ{fc::ίί,Λ= Wίΐ#βlh+85lh Vϋΐ^ 9)

where W{i:^a= V\{ΐφΛ.

LEMMA 1. Let γ be a normal general connection, then we have

(3. 5) A{lh=δίΛ,

(3 6) A{,h=δi,h

and

(3. 7) OίιΛ=0.

Proof. Since ^i^V|=7V{Λ =0, we have

from which we get (3. 5).
Since PiN\=N{P\=ΰ, we have analogously #ί,ft=0,10) hence (3.6). Lastly,

, since Q{ is A-invariant, we have

nj — ^* I M-f QΨ—WΓV1

by means of

8) See [11], §4, (4.2').
9) This formula is analogous to [8], (3. 11) regarding to a regular general connections,
10) See [8], §2, (2. 14) or §3, Theorem 3. 5.
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HΓj _L -

LEMMA 2. Lέtf γ be a normal general connection satisfying one of the following
conditions

(i) DA=Aω, (ii) DA=Aω and (iii) DA=Pω

where ω = phduh is a differential form and D and D are the covariant and the basic
covariant differential operators12^ of γ respectively. Then ω is exact.

Proof. Let m be the rank of the matrix (P{).

Case (i): DA=Aω. This condition is written as

(3. 9) Aίlh=Aίph,

from which by means of (3. 3), (3. 4) and (3. 8) we get

On the other hand, Since A2=A, N2=N, PN=NP=QN=NQ=Q and PQ=QP
=A, we have

ΰA1

(3.10, A , ,

« - - « - - o
and

(3. 12) (P+N)(Q+N)=l.

Making use of these relations, we get

hence

(3. 13) mph= - -^ log det (Q+N).

This shows that ph is a gradient vector, if m^Q. But the case m=Q is trivial.

Case (ii): DA=Aω. Making use of the fundamental relation between D and D

11) See [11], §4, (4.9).
12) See [11], §§3, 4.
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(3.14) !A D=ip D™

and the condition (ii), we get

(3.15) A^ o =PiAl Pm

from which by (3. 3), (3. 5) and (3. 8) we get

_ 1 dtrP2

~ 2 du*

that is

,o 1C.
(3.16) ___.

Case (uϊ): DA=Pω. Making use of (3. 11), we get from this condition (iii)

(3 17)

which is equivalent to

since A{\h is ^L-invariant with respect to i and j. Hence, by (3. 5), (3. 3), (3. 8) and
(3. 11) we have

that is

(3.18) ^*

Thus, the lemma is proved.

LEMMA 3. Let γ be a normal general connection such as in lemma 2, then the
curvature forms of fγ—Qγ and "γ=γQ are commuatative with P—2(γ) on the image
of P, that is

(3.19) P{'R%

(3.20) P{"R%

Proof. In the following, we may assume m>0.

Case (i): DA=Aω. By Lemma 2 and (3.13), putting φ=—(l/m) log det (Q+N),
we have ph=φ\h and so from (3. 9) AJ

illh=Aίφ\\h. Using (3. 2), we get

13) See [11], §3, (3.14).
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and so

^ί l lΛIIA — ̂  ί\\k\\h = ^ί(φ\\h\\k — <P\\k\\h)>

On the other hand, the right of (2. 3) can be written in this case as

hence we obtain

(3. 21) (-'̂ M+

Case (ii): DA=Aω. By Lemma 1, (3.16), putting ^=(l/2w) trP2, we have
Pn=φ\h Since ^,ft is A-invariant with respect to and ι,14) (3. 15) is equivalent to

(3 15) Ailh

from which we get

ft||*^

by means of Lemma 1, (3. 4) and (3. 15r). In this case, the right of (2. 3) can be
written as

hence we obtain also (3. 21).

Case (iii): DA=Pω. By Lemma 1, (3. 18), putting ^=(l/w)trP, we have

Ph~ψ\h> (3. 17) is equivalent to

(3. 170 Ailh

from which we get

Analogously, we get also (3. 21).
Lastly, according to [15], Theorem 2, we have

from this relation and (3. 21), we get easily (3. 19) and (3. 20). The lemma is
completely proved.

14) See [11], §4, Theorem 4. 1,
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§ 4. Some relations between the Ricci's formula and induced general connections.

Let γ be a general connection on 36 given by (1. 1). Let 2) be an w-dimensional
submanifold given by

(4. 1) u>=uJ(va\

in terms of local coordinates u3 of 36 and va of 2). Let Z be a field of (n—m)-
dimensional tangent subspaces of 36 given on $ which is complementary with the
tengent space of %) at each point of 2). Let {Xa, Xλ}, a=l, •••, m\ λ=m+l, ~, n, be
a local field of ^-frames of 36 on $ such that

and {YP> Y?} with local components Ff, Γ£ be its dual. Then, we say the general
connection on 2)

(4. 2) γ* = dvβ® Yjί* (P{d2u*+Γ{hdu*®duh) 15)

the induced general connection on 2) from γ by means of Z.
A normal general connection γ is called contravariantly proper or covariantly

proper if

(4. 3) N{Γ\mA\Af^

or

(4. 4) ^IJSTM? =0.

LEMMA 4. L ί̂ γ be a normal general connection such that DA—Aω or DA
=Pω as in Lemma 2, then γ is contravariantly proper.

Proof. By the assumption and Lemma 1, we have

O-Λ^ ̂ Λ ,̂,̂ ^
hence

A normal general connection γ is called integrable if the distribution of the
tangent subspaces PX=P(TX(%)), #e36, is completely integrable.

THEOREM 4. 1. Let γ be an integrable normal general connection on 36 and γ*
be the induced general connection from γ on a maximal integral submanifold %) of
the distribution of the image tangent subspaces of P—λ(γ) by means of N. If γ is
contravariantly proper , then (Qγ)*=Q*γ* and the curvature tensor of γ* is induced
from that of γ.

Proof. By the assumption, we can take local coordinates vl of 36 such that the
maximal integral submanifolds of the distribution of Px, #e36, arc given by

1;̂ = constant, μ=m+l, ~,n.

15) See [15], §3. e: $->£ denotes the imbedding mapping.
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Then we have

xi=%=Yi,

α=l, 2,

and (4. 3) can be written as

/^
from which we get

^On the other hand, putting

we get by the above relations

P*i=YjPi=YiPl=Pi,

from which we have Q*^*=(Q^)*. Furthermore we have

Hence we get from (1. 2)

Accordingly, if ^i-7^ are the components of the curvature tensor of 7 with
respect to u3 of 36 and R*β

rδ are the ones of the curvature tensor of 7-* with respect
to va of $, then we have

^ h'(4.5) av . _ . . .

This shows the fact that we have to prove.

THEOREM 4. 2. !/#£ 7- be an integrable normal general connection such as in
Lemma 2 and %) be a maximal integral submanifold of the distribution of the
image tangent subspaces of P=λ(γ). Let λ* and (Qγ)* be the induced general con-
nections on ξf) from γ and Qγ by means of N respectively. If the fundamental
group ττι($) of ?) has at most a countable number of elements, the connected compo-
nents of the homogeneous holonomy group of the affine connection (Q^)*16) is ir-
reducible and (Qγ)* and P*=λ(γ*) are commutative, then γ* can be written as an
affine connection x a constant

Proof. Since N(Qγ)=Q, Qγ is contravariantly proper. By means of Theorem
4. 1, the curvature tensor of the affine connection (Q?-)* is induced from the curvature

16) Since ;((Qr)*)=l, (Qj )* is an ίfine connection.
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tensor of the normal general connection Qγ='γ. On the other hand, by means of
Lemma 3, (3.19) holds good for the general connection γ. This follows on 2)

P*t'R*a

ε

ΐS='R*s

β

ΐδP*δ

a,

where 'R*a

ε

rδ denote the components of the curvature tensor of (Qγ)*.
The assumption that (Qγ)* and P* are commutative is equivalent to that P*

is covariantly constant with respect to (Qγ)* according to [16], Lemma 1. 1. Hence
the assumption regarding to the holonomy group of (Qγ)* and Shur's lemma follow
P*=cl, where c is constant.

REMARK. In the theorem, if γ satisfies (ii) DA=Aω or (iii) DA=Pω in Lemma
2, the commutativity of (Qγ)* and P* is equivalent to the one of γ* and P*. For
by Theorem 4. 1 we have (Qγ)*=Q*γ* and so r*p*=p*r*.
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